The following degrees with * contains all the courses required for medical/dental/veterinary/pharmacy.
The following degrees with + are teaching degrees.

Circle your major from the following list.

The Department of Biological Sciences:
- BA - Biology - with a Minor
- * BS - Biology - Biomedical Concentration
- BS - Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
- * BS - Cellular and Molecular Biochemistry
- * BS - Microbiology
- BS - Neuroscience - Biology Track
- BS - Neuroscience - Psychology Track
- + BS - Biology:
  - 7-12 Life Science Teaching Certification
  - 7-12 Science Teaching Certification

The Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry
- * BS - Chemistry
- * BS - Biochemistry
- + BS - Chemistry - 7-12 Science Teaching Certification
- + BS - Chemistry - 7-12 Physical Science Teaching Certification

Forensic Science Program
- * BS- Forensic Science - Biology Track
- * BS- Forensic Science - Chemistry Track

The Department of Geological Sciences
- BS - Environmental Science - Biology Track
- BS - Environmental Science - Chemistry Track
- BS - Environmental Science - GeoScience Track
- BS - Environmental Science - HydroScience Track
- + BS - Environmental Science - 7-12 Science Certification
- BS - Geology
- BS - Geophysics
- + BS - Geology - 7-12 Science Certification

The Department of Mathematical Sciences
- BS - Mathematical Sciences
- BS - Mathematical Sciences - Actuarial Sciences Concentration
- BS - Mathematical Sciences - Applied Mathematics Concentration
- BS - Mathematical Sciences - Statistics Concentration
- + BS - Mathematical Sciences - 7-12 Mathematics Certification
- + BS - Mathematical Sciences - 7-12 Math/Physics Certification

The Department of Physics
- BS - Physics
- BS - Physics - Applied Physics Concentration
- BS - Physics - Atmospheric Physics Concentration
- BS - Physics - Medical Physics Concentration
- * BS - Physics - Pre Med Concentration
- + BS - Physics - 7-12 Math/Physics Certification